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Abstract: Agroforestry as active area of multi-, inter-, and transdisciplinary research aims to bridge
several artificial divides that have respectable historical roots but hinder progress toward sustainable
development goals. These include: (1) The segregation of “forestry trees” and “agricultural crops”,
ignoring the continuity in functional properties and functions; the farm-scale “Agroforestry-1”
concept seeks to reconnect perennial and annual, woody and nonwoody plants across the forest–
agriculture divide to markets for inputs and outputs. (2) The identification of agriculture with
provisioning services and the assumed monopoly of forests on other ecosystem services (including
hydrology, carbon storage, biodiversity conservation) in the landscape, challenged by the opportunity
of “integrated” solutions at landscape scale as the “Agroforestry-2” concept explores. (3) The gaps
among local knowledge of farmers/agroforesters as landscape managers, the contributions of social
and ecological sciences, the path-dependency of forestry, environmental or agricultural institutions,
and emerging policy responses to “issue attention cycles” in the public debate, as is the focus of
the “Agroforestry-3” concept. Progress in understanding social–ecological–economic systems at the
practitioners–science–policy interface requires that both instrumental and relational values of nature
are appreciated, as they complement critical steps in progressing issue cycles at the three scales. A
set of hypotheses can guide further research.

Keywords: coinvestment; instrumental values; landscape; relational values; restoration; social–
ecological systems; stewardship; sustainable development goals (SDGs); trees; water

1. Introduction

Agroforestry-based ecosystem services, the title of the special issue this perspective is
part of, refers to an active arena of international agricultural research connected with global
sustainability science at the science–policy interface [1]. This research deals with “theories
of place” (how and why do social–ecological contexts differ from each other as part of
multiscale spatial patterns?), theories of change (how, when, and why does the process
of change happen?), and theories of induced change (how can change processes in their
existing context be nudged into a direction that is deemed to be desirable?) [2]. It also deals
with value plurality as depending on context and stakeholders’ expressions of value that
express “instrumentality” complement those that emphasize “relations” [3]. “Ecosystem
services” (ES), “agroforestry” (AF), and “value plurality” all refer to connections. Their
combination may thus need to clarify the components of all three terms as well as their
interfaces. Ecosystem services is commonly defined as the benefits people derive in various
ways from functioning ecosystems (including agro-ecosystems and forest ecosystems) and
that can be at risk due to human activities from local to global scales. It connects “service
providers” (nature and its guardians) and “service beneficiaries” (e.g., people, companies,
cities, nations). While terminologies and metaphors have been proposed other than that
of a servant, the alternative terms referring to “nature” and “contributions” (voluntary?
appropriated?) may have similar semantic challenges [4]. Ecosystem services as ongoing
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benefit flows have been promoted as reason to appreciate the underlying “natural capital”,
but it may have become (too) strongly associated with economic valuations of these services.
Economic estimates of costs to society of loss of natural ecosystems [5,6] are astronomical
and call for a realignment of economic priorities in achieving progress in human well-being
under the umbrella of sustainable development. Quantitative economic language, however,
has been interpreted as underrating qualitative social dimensions [4]. Current interest
in “relational values” can be understood as emphasizing social (“in-group”) aspects over
economic (costs, benefits) ones [7].

Agroforestry, the word constructed by combining agro- and forestry, has from its start
been concerned with bridging between concepts that appeared to contradict each other [2].
It is currently understood to refer to three nested scales: as “AF1” to the scale of trees, man-
agement practices, plot-level technology, and farm level decisions; as “AF2” to landscapes
with trees and forest (patches) in which productivity (“provisioning services”) interacts
with other ES (“regulating” and “cultural” services); and as “AF3” to the reconciliation of
agriculture and forestry as separate policy domains that interact at “land use” and natural
resource management levels, connecting local knowledge, sciences and policy framing in
“issue cycles” [8]. As partial tree cover in what is classified as agricultural lands is common
(more than a third of such lands has at least 10% tree cover) and appears to be increasing [9],
agroforestry is part of mainstream land use.

As a dominant theory of inducible change, the Sustainable Development Goals have
tried to define a “safe space for humanity” that links local to global concerns and vice
versa. Following the Doughnut model of Raworth [10], these goals can be summarized
as centrifugal expansion in an inner circle of reducing development deficits (essentially
the Millennium Development Goals that have not yet been achieved), with simultaneous
centripetal movement avoiding overshoot of planetary boundaries and restoring functions
that were lost from “degraded” parts of the planet (Figure 1). The Earth is too small to
achieve all SDGs in silos, with separate land allocations for each goal. Provision of water
(of acceptable quality and regularity of flow), food, fiber, and energy may have to be
achieved on the same units of land that also provide jobs and contribute to public health.
Multifunctional landscapes that simultaneously contribute to multiple goals are in demand,
that combine fairness (ensuring that nobody is left behind in reducing development deficits
that contribute to poverty) and efficiency of avoiding planetary overshoot [11]. Rather than
the “productivity gaps” that still are a major focus of agronomy [12], the broader concept of
“multifunctionality gaps” has been the focus of agroforestry in its first four decades [13,14].
To avoid further land degradation and promote land restoration, multifunctional use of
land is needed within the boundaries of the soil–water system; new business models in
robust economic systems are needed based on environmental systems thinking integrating
environmental, social, and economic interests [15].

This leads to the three questions that frame this perspective as a review of relevant
literature: 1. how are value concepts of agroforestry evolving in relation to ES discourse and
sustainability concerns at the multifunctional landscape scale?; 2. how can the interaction
among the three agroforestry scales and concepts (AF1, AF2, and AF3) be understood?;
and 3. what roles can research play in connecting theories of place and change to policies
that aim for applicable theories of induced change, in support of SDGs? The rest of this
paper will review these three questions and then formulate some hypotheses for follow-
up research.
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for the ideas of Charles Darwin), “the invisible hand” (Adam Smith), and “the not-so-
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manity (Figure 2). All three theories connected basic mechanisms at the level of the indi-
vidual to impacts at scales (time, space, systems) many orders of magnitude beyond the 
location and lifespan of the individual. Previous theories lacked mechanisms for change 
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where neither individuals nor local communities counted. Although all three changes of 
theory are now mainstream, the radical break with preceding theories of change can 
hardly be overstated. 
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“development deficits” and “planetary boundary overshoot”.

2. Roots of Sustainability Concepts Relevant to Agroforestry
2.1. Three Changes of Theory Foundational to Sustainable Development

Changes in the way human society effectively relates to and values nature, and
nature-derived land uses such as agroforestry, require changes in theory, and thus a
theory of change of theory [16]. IPBES reports record the ongoing loss of biodiversity and
identify market-based production responding to ever-growing demand as major drivers of
destruction and a principal theory of change [17]. Three “changes of theory” that originated
in the 18th, 19th, and 20th century, respectively “the blind watchmaker” (a later metaphor
for the ideas of Charles Darwin), “the invisible hand” (Adam Smith), and “the not-so-tragic
commons” (Elinor Ostrom), have shaped how sustainability scientists perceive humanity
(Figure 2). All three theories connected basic mechanisms at the level of the individual to
impacts at scales (time, space, systems) many orders of magnitude beyond the location and
lifespan of the individual. Previous theories lacked mechanisms for change in organisms
after their creation, which lived in autocratically governed static economies where neither
individuals nor local communities counted. Although all three changes of theory are now
mainstream, the radical break with preceding theories of change can hardly be overstated.
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Figure 2. The triple bottom line of People–Profit–Planet or social, economic, and ecological aspects
of value (importance, exchangeability, and long-term survival) for sustainability is reflected in the
current set of 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and connects the intellectual breakthroughs
of the invisible hand, blind watchmakers, and not-so-tragic commons, attributed to Adam Smith [18].,
Charles Darwin [19], and Elinor Ostrom [20], respectively; human decision making across the social–
economic spectrum depends on the scale (see Figure 3 for the pico–giga terminology) and reflects
different types of values: the intrinsic, instrumental, and relational values of nature and its diversity,
the efficiency of using scarce resources, and the hedonic and eudaimonic improvements of human
quality of life (see below for a further discussion).

A first powerful cross-scale mechanism was found in the invisible hand that effi-
ciently links supply and demand in markets through the self-interest of individuals [21].
Adam Smith also explored [22] how moral sentiments in a society constrain (or should
constrain) this self-interest, but this part of his heritage received less attention than his
ode to market forces. The second mechanism revolutionized biology and its application in
medical agricultural and biotechnological sciences, with the current rate of evolution of a
specific virus remaining headline news. Moderate rates of errors in replication of genetic
code, in combination with sexual reproduction involving recombination, and selective
phenotype survival with feedback to gene frequencies were understood to be the blind
watchmaker’s [23] recipe for the overwhelming biodiversity of our planet. The diver-
sification mechanism interacts with factors such as climate, water, carbon and nutrient
cycles and geomorphology. It also implies coevolution in plant–herbivore, predator–prey,
disease–host, symbionts, pollinator–flower, and seed dispersal–dispersant relations provid-
ing positive feedback loops to ever-increasing diversity levels. These relations between
organisms translate to differential survival, but also lead to interconnected sensitivity to
collapse. Plate tectonics as the source of continental drift supported (was a driver of)
further speciation, but also set up the current sensitivity to “invasive” species overcoming
geographic isolation. Any seed-dispersing animal modifies vegetation in a direction of
fruits it likes to eat, but our species has learned over the past 10,000 years to coevolve and
further work with, rather than against nature, in domesticating the major sources of food,
gradually adding visioning, design, planning, and rationality to the blind watchmaker.
Agriculture, with the option of storing, hoarding, and transporting food, is widely seen
as the start of social stratification and power structures [24,25]. The popular Jenga game,
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where a fair number of blocks of wood can be extracted from a stack before an inevitable
collapse follows, provides a visualization of this risk [26] when the invisible hand is not
constrained in its resource extraction.

Once governments learned to work with, rather than against, market forces, economies
blossomed. They did so well that the invisible hand gradually, and initially imperceptibly
to the blind watchmaker, started to destroy its work. This is the theory of change the IPBES
reports indicate as a major driver behind ongoing trends: market-driven expansion of the
human sphere of influence, destroying habitat. However, the emergence of SARS-Cov-2
at the end of 2019 showed that the opposite, results of the blind watchmakers’ activity
destroying those of the invisible hand, can happen as well [27]. A modified theory of
change has negative outcomes on both sides of the interaction and urges a coevolutionary
path of humans and the rest of the planet’s life forms. The mutual dependence of nature
(N) and humans (H) has gradually dawned on mainstream political systems with current
financial understanding of “nature risk” [28]. The main religions of the world have assigned
H a special, privileged position that, however, comes with obligations for stewardship and
adaptive social–ecological governance [29]. Prioritizing N has also been discussed (and
objected to) as a “dark-green religion” [30].

The third intellectual breakthrough, the revision of what is tragic about the commons,
is the most recent of the three foundations of sustainability science, and it is still in the
process of mainstreaming. To some extent it fills the place left by the failure of a third
theory of change rooted in social concerns over inequity and in the expectation that
political power will (or at least can) shift to (what used to be) the proletariat. In practice
new autocracies emerged where the ideas of Karl Marx were applied [31]. Yet, at the
smaller scale of “commons”, bottom-up institutions have historically and to this day been
able to manage resources, avoiding the free-for-all degradation expected. Where the lack of
private property rights (especially the right of exclusion) had been portrayed as a tragedy
of the commons and as the primary bottleneck to environmental management benefitting
the well-being of local communities, a counter-narrative emerged of the comedy of the
commons [32], to be better understood and heard. Two thousand years ago, Roman society,
the legal thinking of which greatly influenced later European law, was sufficiently interested
in public property (ius publicum) to distinguish various categories within the concept, as
applied, for example, to issues of water at various scales. Debate on the relative merits
of “common law” revolved about a bundle of rights and the roles of community-based
institutions at a scale intermediate between the state and the individual. The “institutional
economics” analyses by Elinor Ostrom [33] brought back respect for the ability of local
communities to develop their own rules, incentives, and narratives to manage resources,
including land, forest, and inland and coastal fisheries. With the concept of commons
broadening from grazing land to various types of land and water use, and more recently the
atmosphere and global climate system, the scale at which resources can be managed needs
to be reflected in the institutions managing it. Private, communal, national, and global
scales all have a role to play. The triple bottom line of these ideas is that working with,
rather than against, nature, markets, and communities is essential to transcend conflicts
and move towards diverse, efficient, and fair societies. The challenge is where to start.

Research on human well-being or qualities of lives has explored two general perspec-
tives [34] that date back to Greek philosophers more than 2000 years ago: the hedonic
(pleasure-oriented) approach, which focuses on happiness and defines well-being in terms
of pleasure attainment and pain avoidance; and the eudaimonic approach, which focuses
on meaning and self-realization and defines well-being in terms of the degree to which
a person is fully functioning [35]. It refers to a perception of social harmony, reflected in
societal concepts as adat in Indonesian cultures [36], satoyama landscapes in Japan [37],
yin-yang in Chinese philosophy [38], or religious concepts such as kosher or halal [39].
Eudaimonic well-being may well be an acquired taste during an individual’s development,
achieved when aspirations, rationalizations, and actions match [40,41]. Self-actualization,
personal expressiveness, and perceived vitality are indicators at the interface of individuals
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and the social groups in which they function. In Bahasa Indonesia, there are two words for
“we”: an “in-group” we (kami) and a “we” (kita) that includes those spoken to, regardless
of the relationship. Adat applies to the first, with a dotted line that is fluid and negotiable;
internalization may strive for widening the kami concept. Grossly simplifying matters: the
heritage of Adam Smith is mostly invoked in market-based efficiency, pursuit of hedonic
values, and defending individual freedom versus “the state”, the ideas of Elinor Ostrom in
balancing rights and responsibilities, eudaimonic values of well-functioning community-
based resource management, and appreciating the institutional dynamics multilayered
governance where fairness concepts are not to be ignored in the search for efficiency.

2.2. Theories of Induced Change

In connection with an analysis of drivers, pressure, system state, impacts, and re-
sponses (DPSIR) change processes can be classified as (1) responsive—connecting (undesir-
able) impacts to a (corrective) response, (2) adaptive—optimizing impacts given a changed
system state, (3) mitigative—given existing pressures reducing (spatially explicit) negative
changes in the state of the system, (4) transformative—given the drivers, reduce (generic)
pressures, or (5) reimaginative—challenge the drivers in view of the overarching goals of
safe human well-being on the only planet we have [42].

Sustainable development that connects local to global scales and vice versa requires
cross-scale analysis. Theories of induced change with mechanisms at pico (brain synapses,
genes), micro (self-interest), and meso (rules) levels can have impacts at macro (national)
and (giga) planetary scales [43] (Figure 3).
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Economic analysis of decision making has long been differentiated by scale. Beyond
the micro (household, enterprise) and macro (state) accounting stance of economics as a
discipline that aims to understand human decisions facing scarcity, three further scales
have been explored in recent decades: meso, giga, and pico [44] (Figure 3). The contrast be-
tween the meso and giga scales has been discussed in the debate of “environmental” versus
“ecological” economics. The first aims for a meso-scale perspective where “market failures”
that are the consequence of explicit valuation of commons (including ecosystem services)
can be addressed (“internalizing externalities”) by facilitating the emergence of new (reg-
ulated) markets that try to get “prices” more aligned with “values at stake”, influencing
household-level decisions and choices both in the consumptive and investment spheres.

Ecological economics (giga), in contrast, is not content with fitting environmental
issues into a mainstream economics perspective but starts from planetary boundary per-
spectives on the types of changes needed to fit humans into what a living planet can deal
with, aiming to stop short of a number of precipices, of which global climate change is
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now probably the best understood for its risks of self-propelling changes. The fifth scale,
pico, refers to synapses in human brains where actual decisions are made, as explored in
behavioral economics, interfacing psychology, neurology, game theory, and choice experi-
ments. The relevance of branding, influencing perceptions, and priming human decisions
had been long understood in marketing research. More formal understanding and aca-
demic recognition within economics only arose in the past three decades. Its application
of “nudging” [45] as a way of less visibly (obnoxiously?) influencing individual- and
household-level decisions aligned with public governance values has been practiced for
less than two decades.

Thus, modification of prices is only one of several ways to internalize externalities
(Figure 4), as human decision-making responds to both rational and emotional clues [46],
and human sociality [47] analyzes decisions in terms that are understood by “influencers”
and social media but have not yet been integrated in standard economic theory.
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2.3. Teleconnections and Distractors

Thirty years ago, the world was, at a conference in Noordwijk, as close as it has ever
been to binding international agreement on combatting climate change [48], but the fossil
fuel lobby successfully obstructed agreements at government level in 1989 [49,50] and
ever since through disinformation and fear campaigns that suggested citizen self-interest
would be better off ignoring the signals of planetary overshoot. Small-scale effects with
global consequences became known as the butterfly effect as part of chaos theory, which
term refers to the positive feedback loops, metaphorically, of a butterfly clapping its wings
triggering hurricanes far away [51].

A stronger, more current story of teleconnections, although other theories are around
as well, is that caged wild animals (illegally traded) in the Wuhan market were in close
enough contact with people to allow a virus to jump the species barrier. The rest is rewriting
history books as we speak, demonstrating that cross-scale theories of change are rightly
known as “going viral”, in the world of memes as well as genes. A single schoolgirl who
decided one day to skip school and sit in front of her parliament with a “Skolstrejk för
klimatet” poster, started a movement now known as the Extinction Rebellion, and, once
she got noticed, was strengthened by her rebuttal of denial and conspiracy theories and
became a role model not only for her own generation but for the world [52]. Her urge to
action focused on the climate change issue the world had been talking about since she was
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born (and before). Planetary anxiety may trigger what technical, solution-oriented talks to
rein in market forces failed to achieve: consumer restraint to reduce footprints to what is
affordable within planetary boundaries. Consumer power may achieve what governments,
subject to its interaction with industry, cannot.

The metaphors used here, the invisible hand that drives global environmental de-
struction in the name of human welfare and that ignores its ticking wristwatch, made
by a blind watchmaker, while understanding the commons, can now be appreciated as a
social–ecological system in need of reimaginative as well as transformative changes beyond
the tinkering of adaptive and mitigative responses. The typology of “leverage points”
that was formulated on the basis of early whole-Earth system models [53] still applies;
the most effective leverage points relate to rules and incentives (#5) and goals (#3) on the
instrumental side and self-organization (#4) and mindsets (#2) on the relational value side.
However, the most powerful leverage point of all, the power to transcend the existing
system (#1), may refer to ways to go beyond the limits of the current valuation debate and
the way it has been framed.

2.4. Value Types

Two main categories of “values” of nature to humans are currently distinguished:
instrumental (goal-oriented, potentially substitutable means to achieve goals) and relational
(based on a two-way interaction that establishes affinity and is not easily substitutable) [7,54]
(Figure 5).
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degrading, and/or restoring the ecological subsystem; (B) Distinction between instrumental (goal-oriented) values of nature
and relational values that are not dependent on material benefits.

When positioned in a feedback loop between human and nature (Figure 6), relational
and instrumental values may have complementary roles with respect to decisions to
improve qualities of human lives. In this interpretation, the degree of substitutability may
not be most important distinction between instrumental and relational values: the first
is counted in terms of benefits and contribution by nature, the second by the investment
in effort. The latter matches the long-term experience that getting school children to care
for plants or animals shapes their values on environmental issues [55]. Stewardship as a
central concept of relational value has emerged in many human societies [56]. This view
on relational values as based on direct engagement may also help to further analyze the
noted gender differences in appreciating landscape elements and land use decisions [57].
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Figure 6. Interpretation of the complementarity of goal-oriented, instrumental and engagement-based, relational values
of nature to humans, with respect to ecosystem services (ES) (or nature’s contributions to people, NCP) and people’s
contributions to nature (PCN).

A substantial share of the words and metaphors that can be used to describe relational
values of nature to humans, are derived from the way relations between humans are
understood, within and outside an in-group or family concept. Tigers may be described
as “uncles” living in Asian forest, not to be disturbed but fair in their retaliatory actions
against human trespassers [58]; nature may be described as a “mother”. The relations
themselves grade from fear and respect, competition, enemies, friends, reciprocity, love and
care, or stewardship. Elaborating on a diagrammatic representation in [42], instrumental
values can be interpreted as part of an overarching relational value concept (with servant
or contributor as a one-direction oriented relation) (Figure 7).
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In agroforestry the primary relational targets are the tree, the forest and the farmer.
Trees play many symbolic roles, ranging from the “tree of life” to the peace-making
rituals of tree planting as joint relational effort to (symbolically) transcend conflicts [61].
The popularity of tree planting as activity that responds to global climate change and is
expected to protect people from harm has had various instrumental rationalizations but
has relational roots [62,63]. Seeing both trees and forests at the same time is a recognized
challenge. The derivation of the term forest is on the exclusion of local communities of
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resources claimed by the central state power, and despite the interest in community-based
forest management or social forestry, it is still hard to bridge the differences in relational
value expressed by the term forest [64]. Agroforests, as farmer-managed forests, often
with complex bundles of rights for individuals and local in-group customary community
members, have both instrumental and relational values that need to be appreciated.

3. Nested-Scale Agroforestry Concepts in Relation to Ecosystem Services
3.1. Three Agroforestry Concepts

The three agroforestry concepts that relate patch to landscape- and policy-level anal-
ysis (Table 1) relate to both instrumental and relational values—but to different degrees.
Instrumental values of nature to humans have been the basis of (meso- to micro-)economic
analysis that connect the ideas of Adam Smith to those of Charles Darwin; they are relevant
at all three AF concept scales. Relational values may be primarily located at the picoeco-
nomic scale of behavioral economics, bringing in aspects of collective action and commons
and thus the ideas of Elinor Ostrom.

Table 1. Agroforestry (AF) concepts with their social and ecological aspects across scales, in relation to ecosystem services
issues and underlying science.

AF Concept—Scale Social Aspects Ecological Aspects ES Aspects Underlying Science

AF1—patch/farm

Farmer resources,
knowledge, targets,

management choices (~
gender, ~ age, ~

context); input and
output markets; value

chain relations

Tree cover, tree
diversity;

tree–soil–crop
interactions in spatial
and climatic contexts;

response to farmer
management; land

equivalent ratio (LER)
for productivity

Generate, Influence,
Manage

Knowledge types; tree
growth (architecture

and functioning); water,
nutrient, light, and
carbon capture and
cycles; options in

context evaluation;
farm economics

AF2—landscape

Ecosystem (dis)service
perceptions across

stakeholders at local to
global scales;

instrumental and
relational value of
nature as concepts

Lateral flows (water,
organisms, fire,

nutrients, soil, etc.),
buffers and filters;

biodiversity change;
land equivalent ratio
for multifunctionality

(land shparing index) 1

Express, Interact,
Manage

Quantifying scale
relations; instrumental
and relational values
influencing decision

making in issue cycles;
self-regulation of

industry, ~ certification

AF3—policy

Sustainable
Development Goals
(SDGs); reconciling

rights and incentives in
agricultural and

forestry institutional
traditions

Planetary boundaries
linked to land and
water use: climate

change, biodiversity
loss, pollution, land

degradation

Recognize, Regulate,
Reward

Issue cycles;
subsidiarity

(devolution of
governance);
transparency;

environmental and
intergenerational

justice
1 The term shparing indicates that the land sparing versus land sharing debate may have been a false dichotomy, where land sparing can
be achieved through land sharing with land equivalent ratios above 1.0 (as discussed below).

Early analysis of the interactions between trees and crops in agroforestry has built
on the land equivalent ratio concept that emerged from the intercropping literature [65].
Rather than expecting benefits for each component as such, when compared to dedicated
specialized ways of producing any single component, LER provides a metric for how much
land can be spared by combining multiple elements on a single piece of land (Figure 8). If
all relations with tree cover are linear, the LER may be 1.0, but values below 1.0 are possible
when convex relations prevail, and values above 1.0 if concave relations dominate. The
LER index obviously depends on the functions that are included—in the original concept,
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the key function was production per unit area, while more recent interpretations include
many aspects of multifunctionality [66].Land 2021, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 11 of 24 
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Figure 8. Schematic relationships of various land functions, either agricultural or forest-related, in
relation to the percentage tree cover on a unit of land [67]; depending on the weights assigned to the
various functions, the LER sum across functions can be convex, with an intermediate tree-density
optimum, or concave, with an advantage for segregating.

3.2. Agroforestry as Part of a Landscape Mosaic

At the AF2 and AF3 scales, ecosystem services of agroforestry are not standalone enti-
ties that can be expressed per unit area and multiplied with the area under agroforestry for
a total contribution to human well-being. Rather, agroforestry at these scales needs to be un-
derstood and appreciated in a spatial context: it may be the recipient of ecosystem services
from “upstream”, providing benefits to people in the agroforestry systems themselves, as
well as passing on (modified) services to those further “downstream” (Figure 9). Landscape
mosaics can be characterized by the relative proportions of the components and the spatial
pattern or grain size of the mosaic, with edge length per unit area and types of neighbors
as distinguishing features. The components are here presented as four categories: forest,
agroforestry (here understood as half-open vegetation with trees, intermediate between
open-field agriculture and closed-canopy forest), agricultural, and urban environments.
Finer-grained mosaics have been associated with land sharing views on multifunctionality,
coarse-grained mosaics with economic specialization and trade globalization.

In this view there are ten types ecosystem services: 1, 2, 3, and 4 provided by the
local environment to people living in forest, agroforestry, agricultural, and urban envi-
ronments, respectively; 5, 6, and 8 provided by forests (and the people living there) to
human beneficiaries in agroforestry, agricultural, and urban environments, respectively;
7 and 9 derived from agroforestry and provided to agricultural and urban parts of the
landscape; and 10 derived from agricultural parts of the landscape and provided to urban
people. Agroforestry thus plays a role in the provisioning services of (domesticated) forest
products [68–70] and the regulating services on water flows [71] or carbon storage [71–73].
Part of these agroforestry services are supported by the presence of forests in the landscape
(arrow 5) and contribute (arrow 7) to the services agriculture in turn provides (arrow 10).

Similar to a value added tax concept that applies to economic value chains, each land-
scape component could be held accountable for the net balance of incoming and outgoing
services. There are some building blocks for such analysis, that include the local forest
typology of Karen in Thailand with a specific word for “forests protecting rice-fields” [74]
and the recent analysis of watersheds where agricultural over-use of ground- or surface
water competes with urban beneficiaries [75]. However, a full analysis along such lines
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does not yet exist. Few studies, if any, have effectively dissected these interactions and clar-
ified the degrees of substitutability between them. Partial compensation of forest-based ES
by agroforestry (including provisioning of medicinal plants and animals, forest fauna and
flora, supporting human food security) has been documented in several landscapes [76–78].
If landscape management is based on local knowledge and experience, such explicit dissec-
tion may not be needed, but where national policies and international incentive systems
and policy support continue to make distinctions between forest and agriculture without
space for intermediate agroforestry that can match both definitions [79], evidence from
well-quantified case studies can contribute to policy change, potentially rediscovering,
reinventing, or reimagining agroforestry [42]. An example where the mosaic concept has
been applied is in the flow persistence metric that translates the plot-level pathways of
peak rainfall events, to the temporal dynamic of rivers and floods [80]. Similar analyses of
the net balance of erosion and sedimentation in landscapes with the existing spatial filter
and buffer elements [74,81,82] defy the simplicity of expressing ES values as entities per
unit area, with a total derived by multiplying area fractions with value per unit area. What
needs to be valued is the mosaic with its structure and functions.
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3.3. Agroforestry and Metrics for Multifunctionality

A central metric for progress towards multifunctionality across all relevant goals and
efficient use of the land available could be that the land equivalent ratio for multifunction-
ality, LERM, exceeds 1.0 [66]. LERM is the sum of the areas of land managed specifically to
achieve any of the various functions that match what multifunctional land use provides
jointly. Examples include the provisioning of food, building materials, firewood, ground-
water recharge, C storage, and belowground biodiversity conservation [66]. A subset of
this index, the land equivalent ratio for productivity (LERP), is commonly found to be in
the range 1.1–1.3 for legume and cereal systems, for example; this may indicate negative
yield gaps when current practice monocultures are taken as point of reference for the
productivity of each component of a mixture. Forms of agricultural/agroforestry land
use that do not maximize productivity as such may achieve high LERM values through
a range of ecosystem services and thus have land sparing properties through their land
sharing [83]. Such land uses contradict the usually inferred contrast between sparing
(by minimizing yield gaps) and sharing as two ways to reconcile production and other
ecosystem services [84]. As the land sparing argument refers to the proportions of land
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required for agriculture and land sharing to the mosaic pattern (Figure 9), the sparing
versus sharing debate may be based on a false dichotomy. Sparing through sharing (or
“shparing”) is feasible when LERM exceeds 1.0.

A recent contribution to the debate on whether or not the promotion of agroforestry
in tropical landscapes is a sensible policy stated [85], “Agroforestry is widely promoted
as a potential solution to address multiple UN Sustainable Development Goals, including
Zero Hunger, Responsible Consumption and Production, Climate Action, and Life on
Land. Nonetheless, agroforests in the tropics often result from direct forest conversions, dis-
placing rapidly vanishing and highly biodiverse forests with large carbon stocks, causing
undesirable trade-offs.” These authors concluded that forest-derived agroforestry supports
higher biodiversity than open-land-derived agroforestry but essentially represents a degra-
dation of forest, whereas open-land-derived agroforestry rehabilitates formerly forested
open land. Ironically, expansion of the first type (forest derived), although associated with
higher biodiversity indicators than the second (restoration based), might be rated as less
biodiversity friendly than the second. Policies that promote the second might need to
be combined with conserving remaining natural forest and maintaining tree diversity in
forest-derived agroforests [86].

3.4. Agroforestry and the Half Earth Debate

Beyond the relational biophilia argument [87], current proposals to formulate targets
for the post-2020 global biodiversity agenda that reserve half of the Earth for Nature blend
a strong intrinsic (moral, ethical) values with reference to the planetary boundaries as
existential risk for all life on the planet. The proposal builds on the relative success in
achieving the Aichi target for increasing protected areas relative to the lower degrees
of progress on other targets [88]. As the initial formulation and support came mainly
from the “fortress conservation” lobbies, groups concerned with the rights, perspectives,
and livelihoods of the people currently living in the areas that would get a primarily
“conservation” designation responded with alarm [89,90]. Some follow-up proposals
referred to 30% of the earth as conservation area, plus 20% under indigenous people’s
management, but the discussion continues. An aspect that is relatively absent from the
debate so far is the spatial consequences and the alternative ways of achieving such targets,
e.g., through spatial segregation of “production” and conservation areas (Figure 10A) or in
a spatially integrated mosaic (Figure 10B) that may have a (fractal) scale distribution.
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The segregated option, with large, protected areas segregated from intensive agricul-
ture and urban domains, may achieve the best outcomes for conservation of threatened
wilderness and associated species (especially those with large home ranges and low toler-
ance of human presence); in the spatially integrated option, more people would experience
nature, or at least natural landscape elements, in their neighborhoods and potentially
benefit from them in various ways. In terms of instrumental and relational values, the
segregated and integrated options [91] thus have different consequences for change rel-
ative to the current mosaic of urban, open-field agriculture (including monoculture tree
crops and short-rotation plantation forestry), half-open agroforestry (including trees out-
side forest), and natural vegetation (with levels of management that match sustainable
use criteria). Many landscapes still are coarsening the grain size of the mosaic [92,93],
influencing the environmental and social interactions between nature and people. The
land sparing versus land sharing debate of the past decades [94,95] has focused on either
closing mono-cultural yield gaps (through conventional intensification) or exploiting land
equivalent ratios (through “ecological intensification”; [52]) as approaches to reconciling
production and conservation needs of society.

A recent economic analysis [96] suggested that half Earth scenarios could be economi-
cally viable if technological progress towards land sparing continues and if the recreational
needs of an increasingly urban and affluent population provide incentives and employ-
ment outside the urban and primary production areas. The authors may not have realized
(and the debate has not picked up) that these arguments refer to a Figure 10B rather than
Figure 10A scenarios. Value arguments have suggested that people move towards na-
ture if nature does not move towards people [97]. In follow-up to the COVID pandemic,
however, the spatial integration of people and nature will have to be reconciled with
relational/instrumental concerns about public health [27]; a main objection to the half
Earth concept is that the half of the planet where people dominate still needs elements of
nature to function [98]. In this debate, the relational and instrumental value categories are
fluid and part of a continuum.

The scope for a more connective agroforestry landscape concept has never been larger
than now, as a key challenge for implementing the landscape approach is that political
processes and conservation initiatives still operate in “silos”, largely disconnected from
farmers and local key agents responsible for tree governance [99]. The recent “making
peace with nature” report [100] urges for a coherent approach to climate change, loss of
biodiversity, and pollution as part of reimagining and transforming the ways in which the
values of humans and nature are reconciled. An ambitious vision of the way agroforestry
can be part of the solution needs to connect local to global scales and vice versa.

4. Roles for and Contributions by Agroforestry Research
4.1. Issue Cycle Stages

The recent “The Future is Now” UN sustainability science report [101] identified
four levers that are essential in opening transformative pathways toward sustainable
development: (1) governance (public decision making, rules); (2) economy and finance
(incentives and investment); (3) individual and collective action (motivation and social
feedback); and (4) science and technology (knowledge and understanding). The boundary
work research tradition has long analyzed how the latter can be more effectively linked to
the first three [1,102]. These levers match, but in different order, the various knowledge-
to-action chains identified along an issue cycle [8]: (a) agenda setting; (b) better and
more widely shared understanding of what is at stake and how it can be monitored; (c)
commitment to common principles and moving on from denial and conspiracy theories;
(d) differentiated responsibility in practice through means of implementation devolved
to (newly created or existing) formal institutions; and (e) efforts to monitor and evaluate
effects, which can be the start of a new issue cycle while allowing for genuine innovation.
Progress markers along these five chains are available [8] (Table 2); bottlenecks in any of the
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chains can slow progress in others, including in the way knowledge of values and decision
making progress.

Table 2. Progress markers (from 1 to 10) for four interrelated knowledge-to-action chains in the issue (decisions) cycle [8]

classified by instrumental [
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Chains A: Agenda Setting
and B: Science-Based

Understanding of Ongoing
Change and Emerging Issues

Chain C: Societal
Willingness to Act—From
Denial to Responsiveness,

Common Goals, and
Responsibility

Chain D: Governability
Pathways to Change from
Blame Games to Taking

Responsibility and Means of
Implementation

Chain E: Technological,
Institutional Innovation:
Real-Life Solutions and

Learning

ab1. Initial guesstimates of
seriousness of impacts of

“emerging issues” based on
current understanding of

“systems”

c1. Steps from “ignoring” to
“denial”, based on conflicting

evidence from “best” and
“worst” cases in public

discourse

d1. Identification of current
rules, incentives, and

motivational instruments as
contributors/aggravators of

the issue at stake, and options
to reform them

e1. Adequate grounding of
potential innovators in
existing knowledge and
theories to explore new

applications, and in lists of
“unresolved questions” for

society at large
b2. Operational definitions of

the entities and processes
associated with the “issue”

(potentially reframing,
splitting and lumping of
issues based on increased

understanding of causation
and/or effects)

c2. Steps from denial to
accepting issues as part of the

concurrent “agenda”,
requiring debate in a multiple

stakeholder context with
multiple knowledge claims

d2. Reflection on an “at least
do no harm” precautionary

principle in the face of
remaining uncertainty and

existing communication
pathways with the wider
stakeholder community

e2. Safe spaces for innovators,
in terms of resources (finances,

facilities) needed and
protection from
micromanagers

b3. Cause–effect mechanisms,
feedback loops and system

dynamics associated with the
issue

c3. Steps from “blaming
others” and “victim roles” to

facing complex reality and
taking shared responsibility

d3. Path dependency of the
issue and opportunities to
deal with the established

context and its spatial
variation

e3. Support for functional
diversity of pathways
explored and delayed,

stepwise selection of increased
support for “likely winners”,

within clear societal goals and
criteria

b4. Agreed methods with
known biases to allow
replicable research and

mapping

c4. Initial estimates of
differential (by geographic

and social strata) vulnerability

d4. Relevance of and steps
towards legal change in rights

and responsibilities in the
existing constitutional

framing

e4. Risk awareness and
compliance with agreed

safeguards by all innovators,
but especially publicly

supported ones

b5. Studies of spatial extent
and temporal change of key

aspects of the issue, its drivers,
and its consequences

c5. Initial estimates of
differential contribution to
“causes” and likely need to
change behavior and/or pay

for damage done

d5. Economic (efficiency)
dimensions of proposed

pathways for dealing with the
issue (at cause and/or

consequence level)

e5. Early awareness of scale
relations (in applicability,
undesired/unexpected

consequences) of emerging
innovations

b6. Articulation of the
planetary boundaries

associated with the issue

c6. Initial estimates of
differential opportunities to
adapt to consequences and

reduce contributions to
“causation”

d6. Motivational and social
(fairness) dimensions of
proposed pathways for

dealing with the issue (at
driver and/or consequence

level)

e6. Effective two-way
feedback where existing
theory (“first principles”)
appears to contrast with

emerging practices (Pasteur
quadrant)

b7. Using understanding of
nonlinearity and feedback

loops, proposition of
thresholds for “safe operating

space”

c7. Articulation of culture-
and religion-based motivation

to act in solidarity or direct
self-interest

d7. Intersectoral integration
across all relevant aspects of
current agendas (i.e., beyond

the focal issue)

e7. Early feedback from
potential users and

stakeholders of potential
consequences that are to be

avoided

b8. Agreed monitoring,
reporting, and verification
tools for collective action at

relevant scales (local to global)

c8. Dynamic coalitions for
change in the face of tradeoffs
and synergy with other issues
in various stages of their own

“cycle”

d8. Polycentric governance
dimensions of rights and

responsibilities across
institutional scales

e8. Opportunities to evaluate
likely wider consequences in

scenario tools that are
sufficiently robust to

extrapolate beyond known
empirics
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Table 2. Cont.

Chains A: Agenda Setting
and B: Science-Based

Understanding of Ongoing
Change and Emerging Issues

Chain C: Societal
Willingness to Act—From
Denial to Responsiveness,

Common Goals, and
Responsibility

Chain D: Governability
Pathways to Change from
Blame Games to Taking

Responsibility and Means of
Implementation

Chain E: Technological,
Institutional Innovation:
Real-Life Solutions and

Learning

b9. Scenario-evaluation tools
to judge likely effectiveness of

proposed and emerging
innovations in their
multidimensional

characteristics (incl. tradeoffs
and synergy)

c9. Prioritization among
concurrent issues and

negotiated trade-offs between
agendas of multiple
negotiating parties

d9. Opportunities for new
public–private partnerships
(covenants, phased change,

clarity on long-term goals and
standards)

e9. Stepwise empirical tests at
relevant scales for “promising

candidates”, with clarity on
standards to be applied for
societal risk management

b10. Regular reassessment
and recalibration of simplified
proxies used for monitoring
compliance and progress in

dealing with the issue

c10. Sufficiently ambitious
goals and adequate

governance instruments (incl.
monitoring compliance and

effectiveness, sanctions) at all
relevant scales in agreements

and plans of action, with
“common but differentiated

responsibility”

d10. Where necessary,
adjusting governance
instruments based on
litigation by specific
stakeholder groups

e10. Adequate recognition
(remuneration, influence) for
past success (recognizing its
limited predictive skill for

future successes)

Taking the values of others, beyond one’s in-group, into account is an important di-
mension of “governability” [103]. This process can be based on moral or ethical values and
(relational) choices, but it can also derive from pragmatic (instrumental) considerations and
experience that the “others” may have the power to disrupt and that they need incentives
to not do so. In the analysis of social systems and their decision making, (reference) groups,
rituals, affiliation, status, and power have been identified as aspects that need to be under-
stood in their interaction [104,105]. Typically, public decisions consist of a declaration of
principles followed by the creation of (or “outsourcing” to existing) institutions mandated
to implement agreed goals, within delineated powers to enforce [106,107]. Communication
and nudging [108] are likely to be central to such a theory of change of theory at the scale
of human societies.

4.2. Methods and Interdisciplinarity of Agroforestry Research

The methods sections of the papers in the special issue on agroforestry-based ecosys-
tem services demonstrate that agroforestry research has derived and embraced methods
from many research traditions, ranging from agronomic trials, ecological, soil science, eco-
nomics, social sciences and policy analysis. This reflects the trends in a recent overview of
agroforestry research methods [109]. Further progress on the appreciation of agroforestry-
based ecosystem services will require, for example,

1. Enhanced quantification of trees-outside-forests [9,110,111] in relation for “forest
function” thresholds such as those for rainfall [112] and infiltration [113];

2. Distinctions between forest-derived and restoration-based agroforestry practices [15,85,86]
and the expected societal costs and benefits [114];

3. Reconciling local, science-based, and policy-oriented ecological knowledge [115,116];
4. Process-level understanding of tree–soil–crop interactions used in bio-economic mod-

els [117] and the dependence on tree cover (Figure 8) of specific ecosystem services in
each context [118–120];

5. Market-oriented domestication of local fruit trees [121], regularization of smallholder
cash-crop production within the supposedly permanent forest estate [122];

6. Further landscape-scale studies of biodiversity impacts beyond plot-level effects on
average farms [123–125];
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7. Location specificity of trade-off management in the food–energy–water nexus [42,66,126]
and in biodiversity [85,127–129], with increased interest in disease risks outside and
within agroforestry [130,131];

8. Balancing the two sides of the doughnut in challenging any siloed interpretation of
SDGs ([8,10,66,132]; Figure 1);

9. Realistic and critical impact assessments of agroforestry-enhancing projects in local
contexts [133–135], in view of livelihood strategies and tactics that include migra-
tion [136] and grasping new economic opportunities [137];

10. Use of participatory methods in scenario development and reimagining desirable
futures a local scale [42,138], reconciled with understanding agent behavior through
“sociality” research [139].

4.3. Research Roles in Theories of Induced Change

In line with the stronger impact orientation of most of the funding sources for applied
or use-oriented research, it is important that “theories of induced change” are explicit in
how research can contribute to the progress of policy issue cycles (Table 3).

Table 3. Achievable goals for researchers interacting with policy issue cycles stages [109].

Policy Cycle Stage Researcher Goals Impact Looks Like . . .

Problem alert

Spotting new social and environmental
problems or phenomena that (someone
believes) limit progress to development

goals such as SDGs

Raised interest and concern among
researchers (and others? Activists?)

Problem scope and basis

Understanding: (A) extent of the problem
(areas, people affected), (B) drivers and
mechanisms, (C) connections to current

or new theory

Either increasing numbers of people
aware of and understanding nature of the

problem
and why it matters,

or (if it turns out to be an unimportant
problem) efforts redirected to areas with

more potential effect

Potential solutions and interventions
Showing that there are actions that will
alleviate the problem and policies that

will promote those actions

Pilot projects that excite people, increase
demands, generate more nuanced

research

Political agenda setting Getting relevant policy makers interested
and pushing towards policy change

Convincing demonstrations that the
problem impacts things policy makers

care about and
that policies proposed will help

Policy formulation
Systematic investigation of a problem
and thoughtful assessment of options

and alternatives
Convincing policy options formulated

Selection Process

Prioritization (decision-making) of
available options given costs/benefits

and compromises across diverse
stakeholder interests

New policies adopted and followed

Implementing Introduce actions based on policy aimed
at changing the problem Change in state of problem

Evaluation and monitoring
Confirm that the problem is under

control (or tracking in the right direction)
and remains so

Problem is solved—extent of “fix” and
role of the policy.

4.4. Hypotheses for Further Research

In each of the three questions, several hypotheses emerged from our exploration
of concepts:
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i. The way plural value concepts of agroforestry evolve in relation to ES discourse and
sustainability concerns at the multifunctional landscape scale.

Hypothesis 1. The broader landscape context influences the roles trees and agroforestry play in
value addition in forest-to-urban land use gradients, with the suggested ten-point classification of
beneficiaries and service providers (Figure 9) largely untested.

Hypothesis 2. Critical tree cover thresholds for ecohydroclimatic functions in the agroforestry–
forest continuum (Figure 8), including rainfall triggering and infiltration, depend on terrain
properties and position relative to global atmospheric circulation patterns.

ii. The interaction between the three agroforestry scales (AF1, AF2, and AF3) and value-
of-nature concepts.

Hypothesis 3. Instrumental, goal-oriented values of agroforestry land uses can be more effectively
expressed in national policy debates in relation to nature-based solutions to a suite of SDGs (such as
those linked to food, health, water, energy, jobs, sustainable cities, and climate change), rather than
purely in economic value (SDG1 only),

Hypothesis 4. Relational values of nature to humans play an under-appreciated role in the
communication of agroforestry options and the concerns in producer–consumer teleconnections of
tropical commodity supply and value chains.

iii. The roles research can play in connecting theories of place and change to policies that
aim for applicable theories of induced change, in support of SDGs.

Hypothesis 5. The complementarity of relational and instrumental value concepts in overcoming
the successive hurdles that hinder progress of public policy issue cycles calls for boundary work
teams with broad sets of analytical and communicative skills.

Hypothesis 6. A healthy research portfolio requires intellectual and financial space to invest in
“high-risk, high potential impact” early stages of emerging issues in which agroforestry plays a role
as cause and/or solution, beyond the more easily plannable later stages of issue cycles.

5. Conclusions and Outlook

This review of a wide-ranging literature suggested that value concepts of agroforestry
are evolving as part of the wider ES discourse and sustainability concerns at and beyond the
multifunctional landscape scale. Basic understanding of the existing and evolving diversity
of living organisms, the strengths and limitations of profit-oriented individual actions
that drive markets, and the relevance and history of local community-scale institutions
are essential now that it is the global commons of reconciling planetary boundaries with
remaining development deficits that drives the agenda at the highest level. Both instru-
mental (goal-orientation, rationality) and relational (social in-group orientation) values
are used in communication and broadening the political platforms for theories of induced
change at landscape and regional scales.

The three agroforestry scales and concepts (farm, landscape, and policy integration)
interact with the way these values can be articulated and, where relevant, quantified. In
terms of the efficient use of land argument, land sparing can be achieved by land sharing if
the latter meets the quantitative requirement that the land equivalent ratio, across relevant
functions, is above 1.0. To evaluate this metric in practice, it is important to understand
how intermediate (partial) tree cover affects a wide range of ecological functions that can
contribute to services from a human perspective.
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Current research on agroforestry and the ecosystem services it provides at local,
national and global scales commonly embraces a social–ecological system framing. Two-
way feedbacks between social and ecological subsystems across scales are at the center of
research interest. Most research has, however, been framed in an instrumental ecosystem
services perspective, where the ecological subsystem serves the social system, rather than
as a two-way relational one, where stewardship enhances and broadens relational values.

Many contemporary studies are both multi- and interdisciplinary in nature, and
they can become transdisciplinary if they explicitly compare farmers’ ecological knowl-
edge with science-based perspectives, farmers’ choices with regard to what economic
analysis suggests as ways to reconcile multiple goals, and/or policy ambitions with the
social–ecological reality of landscapes connected to global trade. Relevant, use-oriented
agroforestry research can play active roles in connecting theories of place and change
to policies that aim for applicable theories of induced change in support of SDGs. The
substantial number of hurdles that need to be taken to link knowledge with action in
environmental issue cycles require both instrumental and relational value arguments to
play out, without suggestions that they are anything but complementary perspectives
rather than separate “values” that would need to be added up to attain a “total value”.
The potential emotional appeal of trees (and especially tree planting) will continue to
be both an opportunity and a challenge for promoting agroforestry unless the relational
and instrumental values of agroforestry are more widely understood as complementary
articulations of a rich and complex reality in plural societies.
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